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(:04). Some results in Ghana in cleaning up Rivers, shows photos. The waters became 

clean after treatment. Keshe wants to invest in Africa to 1 Billion this year, same in South 

America and India. KF ethos is to serve and not be served. Coming to be ready to come 

out on the international scene, right now in background.  (:17).  Testimonial from P Pad, 

woman got back her cycle after menopause.  (:19).  Keshe this is the cycle of Peace that 

comes in through the existence, 'the situation is peaceful, I can carry on reproducing', 

explains about evolution terminating the reproductive cycle. he says 100 years ago 

menopause came at age 25, now with modern development and stable living condition 

menopause coming at 55. The new technology offers peace so it's safe to continue 

reproducing.  New Technology to be released that will heal all diseases. We just give you 

the framework, we have tested it, you have to make it work.   Rick reads testimonial with 

old Mother how she got better. (:29).  Instead of Black budgets and secret programs, we 

are using a blue budget and changing society.  GlobalPlasma.net is a website sharing the 

technology, with PDF of how to make the Nano plasma technology, with tutorials. The 

Pens are safe, they're made of Cu which doesn't hold any infectious information. We have 

received certification that the systems are safe.  (:46).  2016 is the year for Peace, by the 

people world over. When the leaders buy weapons, 5 to 10% goes in his private account.   

(:51). Ali gives update about SS, took it outdoors. His friend saw lots light, plus since her 

contact with Plasma shoulder pain gone, near sightedness improve, inside her stomach 

something holds the energy, she felt the P connect to the trees, top parts of trees 

disappeared,  the P connected to the Water element, it has changed her life. Ali shows a 

video on the Unit.  (:58). Video Plasma UFO, 2015 December, shot in Russia. Keshe 

prefers not to show. If you create a strong enough fields you will see it.  (1:01). Keshe 

draws MaGrav system connections, from Grid to MG Unit then to Load side, on the 

negative side of the load connect the new batteries, then connect to the 5 stacker Unit. 

This kind of connection covers the conversion of electrical energy to the P, and what you 

put into your 5 stacker is high P energy, you can create high fields if setup right. Ali's 

Unit outside, he should try this connection. Outside he can connect a car battery to the 

MG unit and New Batteries then to 5 Stacker. Feed the Stack with this until builds up in 

energy, take off the top stacker. Keshe asked his to put food in the P B Gans,  (1:05). Go 

on the International Teaching on website, how to make the new P Batteries.  Used 

stranded wire in the center, don't take the plastic jacket off, N C with it on, then N C the 

plastic jacket, then tissue paper with Gans, then Al foil, then wrap 2 coils around, Alex 

added another one to 3 to make a Capacitor on one end and battery on other end. Alex's 

beads had a problem, after 10 days the energy withered away, the plastic jacket releases 

H as in the Universe, all plastics have a CH bond. To create the pulse needed to release 

the P, connect the capacitor side to Earth and other back to MaGrav unit, it becomes a 

GENERATOR. (1:13).  This is called an "A Unit", put 4 A's in parallel, and 4 B units in 

series, then connect one of the new Capacitors (C2) to one of the B units.  Now it 

becomes a Generator, connect one end of B to Grid and other end to MaGrav Unit, you'll 

get 100% reduction in electricity consumption. Some more explanations.  (1:19). The 

enemies say the MaGrav systems will explode and create mayhem, Keshe shows that 

only Coils are inside, how can they explode.  Keshe has been poisoned, car blown up, 

attempted shooting on the highway, and now doing internet attacks.  (1:23). Video of 



Austrian wearing safety glasses as he plugs in MG Unit first time. Keshe says to rotate 

the outer M coil 90 degrees and the power of unit will increase, if you use straps N C 

them. A leading hotel in world is installing MaGrav units, to save 50 to 80%.  (1:28). 

Shows drawing of MG Unit hook-up and why you won't see meter change because on the 

wrong side of Load. Now on the other side of the MG like a dish washer, connect it to 

Ground.  Vivik from Singapore, shows wires got N C, very clear point where the N C 

stops, Why?  (1:35).  Keshe says in time the whole lot will be N C, but it needs to be 

covered with plastic and it will get coated.   Nano Coating means absorbing all the 

energy, then don't need the MG unit.  Twisting won't stop it. Closed down the Nuclear 

Power Stations. The nuclear Physicist said to him that they only use the Nuclear to create 

steam. They don't understand, in time the whole power station will be N C.  (1:41). He 

has given warning to Swiss and France (85%) to close Nuclear Power stations, because as 

Italy is using the MG system it will bleed over into those countries. In Belgium there are 

millions of cracks in the nuclear power stations, big problem.  The N C travels where the 

path is easiest and never by force. After the house gets N C, then the power stations pull 

the N C towards them, G is always stronger. Renan comes on, they will announce the 

medical blueprint next week,  (1:49). Show the Cancer treatment, Blueprint Teaching, 

same system can be used to feed. The body takes what it needs so you won't go to toilet 

very often, maybe once in 5 days, no residues. Making the body ready for deep space. In 

space so much radiation is constantly passing through the body, but it takes what it needs. 

How to reverse every disease known to man, to treat viruses easily. Offer help to Saudi 

Arabia for help with camel virus. You can put units in water and treat it.   (1:57). Ali only 

spent $130 for his SS.  (2:04). We will interfere on the next Presidential election based on 

Peace plan for the world.  (2:08). Make Health Pen and give to US Soldiers heal diseases 

even from Vietnam. The Vatican supporting the Spring Uprising in Middle East. Bret 

disclosed what happened to him in Kazakhstan, he came across Nuclear materials used in 

Iraq, he also came into contact with chemical weapons used in Iraq by Saddam. As he 

was dying the only thing that saved him was CO2 water, they saved his life with help of 

famous doctor in M East. Put the hand of Peace to American soldiers who created so 

many wars.  (2:13). Questions. If it's your intention it can help stop smoking, drug 

addiction, depleted uranium sickness, change paralysis and stroke. How to make 

Morphine Gans to help Cancer patients, listen on Tuesday.  Never use CO2 Gans, do not 

consume it.  A man kicked out of KF is getting people to drink 'ulmus' (??).  (2:21). Use 

gloves when handling N materials because the salt on your skin can change the N into 

Gans and get absorbed. Gans is a high energy packet, it's too much for your body.  

Conversion of Gans into the Matter state is another process.  (2:28). Indian lady comes on 

give testimonial on Pain Pads, instant relief, works like magic, couldn't walk, many kids 

in orphanage paralyses below waist. Keshe asks this lady to contact him, he will teach her 

specifically how to get those kids walking. One man in India was making pens and 

delivering them through DHL, they took the N wire out and delivered an empty pen. 

Paypal also was interfering, close your accounts with Paypal, working with bankers. 

Keshe wants to finance and help India. The children need special seats, in 2 to 3 months 

the children will be walking.  

 


